Abstract: Existing hop-by-hop congestion control algorithms are mainly divided into two categories: those improving the sending rate and those suppressing the receiving rate. However, these congestion control algorithms have problems with validity and limitations. It is likely that the network will be paralyzed due to the unreasonable method of mitigating congestion. In this paper, we present a contention-based hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control algorithm (HBCC). This algorithm uses the congestion detection method with queue length as a parameter. By detecting the queue length of the current node and the next hop node, the congestion conditions can be divided into the following four categories: 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1 (0 means no congestion, 1 means congestion). When at least one of the two nodes is congested, the HBCC algorithm adaptively adjusts the contention window of the current node, which can change the priority of the current node to access the channel. In this way, the buffer queue length of the congested node is reduced. When the congestion condition is 1-1, the hop-by-hop priority congestion control (HPCC) method proposed in this paper is used. This algorithm adaptively changes the adjustment degree of the current node competition window and improves the priority of congestion processing of the next hop node. The NS2 simulation shows that by using the HBCC algorithm, when compared with distributed coordination function (DCF) without congestion control, the proposed unidirectional congestion control algorithms hop-by-hop receiving-based congestion control (HRCC) and hop-by-hop sending-based congestion control (HSCC), and the existing congestion control algorithm congestion alleviation-MAC (CA-MAC), the average saturation throughput increased by approximately 90%, 62%, 12%, and 62%, respectively, and the buffer overflow loss ratio reduced by approximately 80%, 79%, 44%, and 79%.
Introduction
With the rapid development of the Internet of Things, the application of ad-hoc networks is becoming increasingly widespread [1] . There will be more and more sensors accessing the network to transmit data. A large amount of data aggregation will inevitably lead to network congestion, and network congestion will bring about multiple network problems such as packet loss, network delay, throughput reduction, and excessive energy consumption [2] . Therefore, it is necessary to study congestion control in ad-hoc networks [3] . Wan et al. [4] proposed an end-to-end congestion control algorithm called Congestion Detection and Avoidance (CODA). The node determines whether congestion occurs according to the buffer occupancy ratio and the channel load. When congestion occurs, congestion can be alleviated by adjusting the sending rate of the source node to reduce the receiving rate of the congested node. However, end-to-end congestion control has a strong dependence on round-trip time, which inevitably leads to packet loss [5] . In contrast, the hop-by-hop congestion control protocol has a faster response speed. Hull et al. [6] pointed out that the end-to-end congestion control algorithm cannot satisfy the congestion control of ad-hoc networks in multi-hop 
Effectiveness Problem
The idea of the unidirectional congestion control algorithm is that when a node is congested, according to the congestion condition, the node adjusts the data transmission or reception rate to control the network load and achieve the purpose of congestion mitigation. However, when both nodes of the adjacent hop are congested, the unidirectional control algorithm will not work. In the network topology of Figure 1 , when both node3 and node4 are congested, if the data transmission rate of node3 is increased to alleviate the congestion of node3, a large number of data packets are sent to node4. However, at this time, node4 is also congested, so the data packet sent by node3 due to the mitigation of congestion is discarded, which is a serious problem for the network. Otherwise, the method of reducing the data transmission rate of node3 is used to alleviate the congestion of node4. Because node3 is congested, the reduction in data transmission rate will increase the congestion level. This is the effectiveness problem in the unidirectional control algorithm.
Limitations Problem
A unidirectional control algorithm does not consider the congestion state of the next hop node in the network. In the topology shown in Figure 1 , since node3 has three child nodes, the fact that node0 is waiting to access the channel will inevitably result in the accumulation of data packets. As the number of packets is increased, node0 will experience congestion. Node3 has three data input sources, but only one output, so the node3 buffer queue will accumulate some data packets. If the data transmission rate is increased in order to alleviate the congestion of node0, then node3 will inevitably experience the accumulation of data packets, and congestion will occur. The congestion of node3 causes node1 and node2 to fail to forward data through node3. Reducing congestion at node0 will make node1 and node2 unable to send data, which is detrimental to the entire network. Unidirectional congestion control methods have not considered that increasing the transmission rate of congested nodes will obstruct the transmission of other nodes, which is the limitation of unidirectional congestion control algorithms.
HBCC Algorithm
In order to solve the problems raised in Section 2, this paper proposes a contention-based hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control algorithm-HBCC. The algorithm proposes bidirectional congestion control to avoid the effectiveness problem and limitations of unidirectional congestion control. By detecting the queue length of the current node and the next hop node, the congestion conditions can be divided into the following four categories: 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1. According to the four congestion conditions, this paper proposes several new congestion mitigation strategies-HRCC, HSCC, and HBCC-which relieve the congestion the most. The meaning of bidirectionality is that the congestion information of two adjacent nodes is taken into account when congestion control is carried out. That is to say, if a node in the network is congested, the algorithm 
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HBCC Algorithm
In order to solve the problems raised in Section 2, this paper proposes a contention-based hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control algorithm-HBCC. The algorithm proposes bidirectional congestion control to avoid the effectiveness problem and limitations of unidirectional congestion control. By detecting the queue length of the current node and the next hop node, the congestion conditions can be divided into the following four categories: 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1. According to the four congestion conditions, this paper proposes several new congestion mitigation strategies-HRCC, HSCC, and HBCC-which relieve the congestion the most. The meaning of bidirectionality is that the congestion information of two adjacent nodes is taken into account when congestion control is carried out. That is to say, if a node in the network is congested, the algorithm should consider the congestion information of the last hop and the next hop in the link before congestion mitigation. The node congestion control of HBCC is not only based on the node's own congestion situation, but also on the congestion situations of the last hop and the next hop in relation to this node. We call this algorithm a bidirectional congestion control algorithm, which considers the congestion information of upstream and downstream nodes.
Congestion Detection
Congestion detection methods can be divided into two categories: detection based on either queue length or channel information [22] . The idea of the congestion detection method based on channel information is to calculate the channel conditions (such as channel load, data service time, control frame transmission frequency, etc.) over a period of time. According to these channel conditions, the node judges whether congestion is occurring or not. The idea of the congestion detection method based on queue length is to set a buffer queue threshold. When the current buffer queue length is greater than the threshold, it is judged that the node is congested, otherwise it is considered that no congestion is occurring. It is obvious that the congestion detection method based on queue length can more quickly reflect the congestion condition of the current node [23, 24] . Therefore, this paper selects the detection method based on queue length to detect the congestion of nodes.
In the HBCC algorithm, the current queue length q is compared with the set congestion threshold k, and when q is greater than k, it is judged that congestion is occurring in the network. Through several simulations under the network topology shown in Figure 1 , it is found that when k is 0.75 Q max , the effect of congestion control is the best. Therefore, the value of the congestion threshold k is taken as 0.75 Q max , and Q max is the maximum queue length of the node.
Congestion Notification
In the MAC layer protocol, the data transmission process is as shown in Figure 2 . After the node accesses the channel, the data transmission mode is as shown in Figure 3 . should consider the congestion information of the last hop and the next hop in the link before congestion mitigation. The node congestion control of HBCC is not only based on the node's own congestion situation, but also on the congestion situations of the last hop and the next hop in relation to this node. We call this algorithm a bidirectional congestion control algorithm, which considers the congestion information of upstream and downstream nodes.
Congestion Detection
In the HBCC algorithm, the current queue length q is compared with the set congestion threshold k, and when q is greater than k, it is judged that congestion is occurring in the network. Through several simulations under the network topology shown in Figure 1 , it is found that when k is 0.75 Qmax, the effect of congestion control is the best. Therefore, the value of the congestion threshold k is taken as 0.75 Qmax, and Qmax is the maximum queue length of the node.
Congestion Notification
In the MAC layer protocol, the data transmission process is as shown in Figure 2 . After the node accesses the channel, the data transmission mode is as shown in Figure 3 . When congestion is detected, neighboring nodes should be informed so that they can adopt the correct measure against the generated congestion. Congestion information can be propagated explicitly or implicitly. Some congestion control protocols notify about the congestion by setting a congestion notification (CN) bit in the packet header [22] . Unlike the explicit method, implicit congestion notification does not insert further load to the network and the congested nodes. In this type of congestion notification scheme, the congested nodes inform other sensor nodes by piggybacking the congestion information in a payload packet header. A number of congestion control protocols apply acknowledge character (ACK) signaling to indicate the congestion state [9, [25] [26] [27] .
As can be seen from Figure 2 , when the node is sending successfully, it will initialize the competition window (CW). As shown in Figure 3 , after the receiving node receives a data packet, it will feed back an ACK control frame to the sending node. In this paper, a congestion flag CI is set in the ACK returned by the receiving node, which records the congestion status of ACK sending nodes. The congestion control algorithm in this paper is bidirectional. Therefore, two congestion flags need to be set at the current node: one is Temp_CI to save the local congestion condition, the other is Next_CI to save the next hop congestion condition. The value of Next_CI is taken from the value of CI in the received ACK. The modified ACK frame format is shown in Figure 4 . The procedure of congestion condition transmission is shown in Algorithm 1. According to the values of these two congestion flags, the congestion conditions of the two nodes are divided into four categories: 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1. The classification is shown in Figure 5 . 
Input:
2.
temp_queuelength:
Buffer queue length of current node.
3.
Queue_max: Maximum buffer queue length of nodes.
4.
k: Congestion threshold. queuelength: Used to get the length of the buffer queue. 6 .
Output:
7.
CI:
Next hop congestion marker in ACK. 8. next_queuelength: Next hop buffer queue length in ACK 9 .
Next_CI:
The variable to save the congestion condition of next hop in current node. 10 .
qnext :
The variable to save the length of buffer queue of next hop in current node. 11 . Initially:
if node needs to send an ACK then 13. queuelength ← temp_queuelength When congestion is detected, neighboring nodes should be informed so that they can adopt the correct measure against the generated congestion. Congestion information can be propagated explicitly or implicitly. Some congestion control protocols notify about the congestion by setting a congestion notification (CN) bit in the packet header [22] . Unlike the explicit method, implicit congestion notification does not insert further load to the network and the congested nodes. In this type of congestion notification scheme, the congested nodes inform other sensor nodes by piggybacking the congestion information in a payload packet header. A number of congestion control protocols apply acknowledge character (ACK) signaling to indicate the congestion state [9, [25] [26] [27] .
Congestion Control
Congestion control is classified into the following four categories: (1) Traffic control [28] : in this technique, congestion is mitigated by means of reducing the number of packets injected into ad-hoc networks. (2) Resource control [24] : in this case, congestion is handled by, for example, increasing network resources or using other idle or uncongested paths for the transmission of data towards the sink. (3) Priority-aware congestion control scheme [9] : in this scheme, congestion is managed by considering different priorities in congestion situations. (4) Queue-assisted technique [23] : congestion is tackled by the queue length of the nodes. Our proposed congestion control method (HBCC) combines (1), (3) and (4) . In HBCC, the queue length of nodes is used as the symbol of congestion control, and then the queue length of nodes is reduced as much as possible by using the method of traffic control. HBCC includes two traffic control methods: HRCC and HSCC. If the effect of traffic control is not good, the priority-aware congestion control scheme is used. The priority-aware congestion control scheme in HBCC is HPCC. The congestion control of HBCC is shown in Figure 6 . 
Congestion control is classified into the following four categories: (1) Traffic control [28] : in this technique, congestion is mitigated by means of reducing the number of packets injected into ad-hoc networks. (2) Resource control [24] : in this case, congestion is handled by, for example, increasing network resources or using other idle or uncongested paths for the transmission of data towards the sink. (3) Priority-aware congestion control scheme [9] : in this scheme, congestion is managed by considering different priorities in congestion situations. (4) Queue-assisted technique [23] : congestion is tackled by the queue length of the nodes. Our proposed congestion control method (HBCC) combines (1), (3) and (4). In HBCC, the queue length of nodes is used as the symbol of congestion control, and then the queue length of nodes is reduced as much as possible by using the method of traffic control. HBCC includes two traffic control methods: HRCC and HSCC. If the effect of traffic control is not good, the priority-aware congestion control scheme is used. The priority-aware congestion control scheme in HBCC is HPCC. The congestion control of HBCC is shown in Figure 6 . 
DCF Algorithm
DCF is used to transmit data in the 802.11 protocol, and DCF provides a standard competitive service like Ethernet. DCF is the basic access control mode of the IEEE802.11 protocol. In DCF mode, after detecting the busy channel, the node uses the CSMA/CA mechanism and random backoff time to share the wireless channel. The basic rule of DCF is that the node listens to the busy condition of the surrounding medium through the carrier sense mechanism. If the channel is busy, the sending node will continue to monitor the channel. If the channel is idle, in order to avoid collision between nodes, the nodes enter a random backoff state. The generation of backoff time is as follows:
Here, Random () is a random number between (0, CW).
Hop-By-Hop Receiving-Based Congestion Control-HRCC
When Next_CI = 1, the unidirectional congestion control algorithm to suppress the reception rate of the next hop node should be adopted. According to this principle, the hop-by-hop receiving-based congestion control (HRCC) algorithm is proposed in this paper. The idea of the HRCC algorithm in this paper is: the current node detects that the next hop congestion flag Next_CI 
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Hop-By-Hop Receiving-Based Congestion Control-HRCC
When Next_CI = 1, the unidirectional congestion control algorithm to suppress the reception rate of the next hop node should be adopted. According to this principle, the hop-by-hop receiving-based congestion control (HRCC) algorithm is proposed in this paper. The idea of the HRCC algorithm in this paper is: the current node detects that the next hop congestion flag Next_CI = 1, that is, the next hop node is congested. By increasing the CW (competition window) of the current node, the priority of the current node to access the channel is reduced, so the data sending rate of the current node is reduced [29] . That is, the data receiving rate of the next hop node is reduced, so that the congestion of the next hop node is alleviated.
It can be seen from Equation (1) that the larger the value selected by Random (), the longer the backoff time before the current node sends the data. As the waiting time of the current node increases, the receiving rate of the next hop node gradually decreases. Therefore, when the next hop node is congested, the next hop node queue length is used as a parameter to adaptively adjust the size of the contention window of the current node, thereby achieving the purpose of congestion mitigation. The CW of the current node is adjusted in the following way:
Here, CW is the adjusted initial contention window of the current node, CW min is the contention window minimum, and n is the window adjustment parameter, which is given by:
where q next is the queue length of the next hop node, k is the congestion threshold, Q max is the maximum length of the node buffer queue, and CW max is the maximum contention window. According to Equations (2) and (3), the adjustment range of the CW is between CW min and CW max . When q next = k, n = 0 and CW = CW min . As the length of the node queue increases, the CW also increases, and the priority of the node to access the channel is continuously decreasing. When q next = Q max , n is given by:
By bringing Equation (4) into Equation (2), the value of CW is obtained as CW max , at which point the current node gets the lowest priority to access the channel. The current node waits for the longest time, and the next hop node will have enough time to send the packets in the buffer queue.
Hop-By-Hop Sending-Based Congestion Control-HSCC
When Temp_CI = 1, the unidirectional congestion control algorithm to improve the sending rate of the current node should be adopted. According to this principle, the hop-by-hop sending-based congestion control algorithm (HSCC) is proposed in this paper. The idea of the HSCC algorithm in this paper is: when Temp_CI = 1, the priority of the current node to access the channel is increased by reducing the CW of the current node, so that the data packets in the buffer queue of the current node are sent out as soon as possible.
It can be seen from Equation (1) that the smaller the value selected by the number of Random (), the shorter the backoff time before the current node sends the data. The higher the probability of the current node accessing the channel, the higher the data transmission rate of the current node.
Therefore, when the current node is congested, the HSCC algorithm uses the current node queue length as a parameter to adaptively adjust the size of the CW of the current node. CW is given by:
where m is given by:
Here, q temp is the queue length of the current node. It can be seen from Equation (6) that when q temp = k, m = 0, so CW = CW min . As the current node queue increases, m is reduced, CW is reduced, and the priority of the current node to access the channel is continuously increased. When q temp = Q max , m = −1 and CW = 0.5 × (CW min − 1). At this time, the current node obtains the highest priority to access the channel, and the current node can send the data packets of the buffer queue more quickly, so that the congestion is alleviated.
Hop-By-Hop Priority Congestion Control-HPCC
The above two methods of congestion control only consider the congestion conditions of one node, and they adjust the data packet transmission rate of the current node by changing the priority of access to the channel according to the length of the node buffer queue, thereby achieving the purpose of relieving congestion. However, unidirectional congestion control algorithms have the problem of validity when two nodes are congested at the same time (see description in Section 2). In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes the Hop-by-hop Priority Congestion Control (HPCC) algorithm. When the current node congestion flag Temp_CI and the next hop node congestion control Next_CI are both 1, in order to ensure that the next hop node has a higher congestion processing priority, the node uses HPCC to adjust the CW of the current node, which is given by:
Here, CW next is the congestion contention window of the next hop node, q temp is the current node buffer queue length, and q next is the next hop node buffer queue length. It can be seen from Equation (7) that if q temp ≥ q next , the algorithm sets the CW of the current node to be equal to the CW of the next hop node. Due to the fact that the current node has a greater degree of congestion but the next hop node has a higher congestion handling priority, the same congestion processing level is set. If q temp < q next , the algorithm sets the CW of the current node to CW min . This is because the buffer queue of the next hop node is longer, and the CW setting of the next hop node is less than CW min , which also ensures that the next hop node has a higher congestion processing priority. The HBCC algorithm not only ensures that the congestion of the current node is alleviated, but it also ensures that the next hop node has a higher congestion processing priority.
Contention-Based Hop-By-Hop Bidirectional Congestion Control-HBCC
HBCC deploys a hop-by-hop approach for congestion control. There are three phases of the HBCC protocol, i.e., congestion detection, congestion notification and congestion control. In the congestion detection phase, the HBCC protocol uses buffer occupancy. It uses the congestion threshold value to calculate the level of congestion at each node. If the queue length is higher than the threshold, the child nodes need to decrease their data rates to avoid congestion and packet loss. Changing the value of CW can indirectly change the data rate of nodes. HBCC provides higher network throughput by reducing packet loss.
The proposed HBCC algorithm combines the four congestion processing algorithms. When the local congestion sign Temp_CI and the next hop congestion sign Next_CI are both 0, neither node has congestion, and so the DCF algorithm is adopted. When Temp_CI = 1 and Next_CI = 0, the current node is congested and the next hop node is not congested. Therefore, it is most suitable to improve the current node transmission rate to alleviate congestion. At this time, the proposed HSCC algorithm is used to adjust the competition window. When Temp_CI = 0 and Next_CI = 1, the current node is not congested and the next hop node is congested. Therefore, the best way to alleviate congestion is to suppress the next hop receiving rate. At this time, the proposed HRCC algorithm is used to adjust the competition window. When Temp_CI = 1 and Next_CI = 1, that is, congestion occurs at both nodes, the HPCC algorithm proposed in this paper is used to adjust the competition window. The HBCC algorithm considers the congestion conditions of two nodes and adopts different contention window adjustment methods for different congestion conditions.
As shown in Figure 1 , if node3 is congested and node4 is not congested (1-0 congestion condition), we adopt the HSCC algorithm for congestion control. The contention window of node3 is adjusted using Equation (5) to obtain a higher priority to access the channel, but the priority of node4 is not improved, which is only in order to transfer the data packets buffered by node3 to node4. Although the packet loss ratio at node3 can be reduced, a transfer delay may be caused due to the fact that the transferred data packet cannot be transmitted immediately. If both node3 and node4 are congested, node4 should not only alleviate local congestion but should also forward packets sent by node3 as soon as possible. Therefore, the time for node3 to use high priority should be reduced in order to reduce the chances of competing with node4 for the channel. In order to solve this problem, we have added an adaptive data transmission rate adjustment mechanism to increase the packet transmission rate in order to reduce its priority usage time when the congestion node transmits data. R data is given by:
Mbps 5 Mbps 2 Mbps 1 Mbps
It can be seen from Equation (8) that the larger the difference between the queue length of the current node and the next hop node, the larger the data sending rate of the current node. It is obvious that the larger the buffer queue length of the node, the more serious the congestion of the node; therefore, CW is adjusted to be smaller and the priority of the node is adjusted to be higher. Nodes with high priority also have high data transmission rates, which reduces the time that high priority nodes occupy the channel. Therefore, the transferred data packet can be transmitted as soon as possible. Through several simulations under the network topology shown in Figure 1 , we find that when the segment threshold is set to 0.25Q max and 0.1Q max , the congestion control effect is the best, so we adopt 0.25Q max and 0.1Q max as the segment threshold. However, this optimization of Equation (8) does not take into account the quality of the channel when improving the transmission rate, which may lead to the loss of data packets due to a poor channel. So this optimization method is only suitable for the case of good channel quality. Different delay optimization methods can be selected in different situations, but this does not affect HBCC congestion control to alleviate network congestion. The HBCC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. Input: 2.
temp_queuelength: Buffer queue length of current node. 3.
Queue_max: Maximum buffer queue length of nodes. 4.
k: Congestion threshold.
5.
Next_CI:
The variable to save the congestion condition of next hop in current node. 6.
qnext:
The variable to save the length of buffer queue of next hop node in current node. 7.
queuelength: Used to get the length of the buffer queue. 8.
Temp_CI:
The variable to save the congestion condition of current node. 9.
CW min :
The minimum contention window. 10. Output: 11.
CW:
Adjusted competition window of current node. 12.
datarate: Adjusted data sending rate of current node. 13.
CWnext:
The variable to save the current CW value of the next hop node in current node. 14. Initially:
CW 
Space complexity: The space complexity comes out to be as shown below:
Simulation and Analysis
In this section, we first analyze the effectiveness of the algorithm in the topology shown in Figure 1 , and then use the aggregation network topology and random network topology to analyze the algorithm robustness and related network performance.
Performance Metrics
The performance metrics used for evaluation in this paper are as follows:
(1) Throughput [30] : This is defined as the number of packets received by the destination per unit time. A higher throughput reflects a higher efficiency of the network and is desirable. (2) Average end-to-end delay: This refers to the time taken for a packet to be transmitted from the source to its destination. The average end-to-end delay is the average end-to-end delay for all Throughput the packets that are successfully delivered. A lower delay reflects a higher efficiency of the network. (3) Buffer overflow packet loss ratio [31] : This is the ratio of packet loss caused by buffer overflow to the total number of packets sent to the network. A lower loss ratio reflects the reliability of the protocol.
Simple Tree Topology

Parameter Settings
The simple tree network topology is shown in Figure 1 , and the related parameter settings are shown in Table 2 . After 10 seconds of simulation, node0, node1 and node2 start generating CBR packets, which are forwarded by node3 and node4 and transmitted to node5. Node1 and node2 generate data packets at a fixed rate of 10 packets/s, gradually changing the packet transmission rate of node0 (10 packets/s to 90 packets/s), which makes the network change gradually from no-congestion to congestion. Network performance is tested under the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, HRCC and CA-MAC [11] congestion control algorithms. Figure 7 shows the curve of the average saturated throughput of node5 with the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, varying with load, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 7 , when the network load is small, the throughput of the four protocols increases linearly with the increase in input load. As the network load continues to increase, the network gradually becomes congested, and the throughput stops growing, in turn, in the DCF algorithm (when the load is 25 packets/s), the HRCC algorithm (when the load is 15 packets/s), the HSCC algorithm (when the load is 35 packets/s), the CA-MAC algorithm (when the load is 15packets/s) and the HBCC algorithm (when the load is 40 packets/s). Figure 7 shows the curve of the average saturated throughput of node5 with the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, varying with load, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 7 , when the network load is small, the throughput of the four protocols increases linearly with the increase in input load. As the network load continues to increase, the network gradually becomes congested, and the throughput stops growing, in turn, in the DCF algorithm (when the load is 25 packets/s), the HRCC algorithm (when the load is 15 packets/s), the HSCC algorithm (when the load is 35 packets/s), the CA-MAC algorithm (when the load is 15packets/s) and the HBCC algorithm (when the load is 40 packets/s). The average saturation throughputs of the DCF, HRCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HBCC algorithms are approximately 29 packets/s, 34 packets/s, 49 packets/s, 34 packets/s and 55 packets/s, respectively. It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 7 that the throughput performance of HBCC using hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control is better than the HSCC algorithm, HRCC algorithm, CA-MAC algorithm and DCF algorithm. The average saturation throughput in HBCC is about 12% higher than in the HSCC algorithm, about 62% higher than in the HRCC algorithm, about 62% higher than in the CA-MAC algorithm, and about 90% higher than in the DCF algorithm. Because HBCC adopts bidirectional congestion control, when a node is congested, the node can handle the congestion quickly according to the congestion condition judged, so that the packet of the congested node can be sent out as soon as possible. The congestion is reduced, and the waiting time of the buffered data packet in the queue is also reduced, so that the data packet is sent to the destination node5 as soon as possible. Therefore, the throughput of the network is greatly improved.
(2) Buffer overflow packet loss ratio Figure 8 shows the curves of buffer overflow loss ratio with network load using the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 8 , the buffer overflow packet loss ratio of the four algorithms increases with increasing network load. It can be seen from the figure that when the DCF algorithm has a load of 10 packets/s, the HRCC algorithm has a load of 15 packets/s, the HSCC algorithm has a load of 25 packets/s, CA-MAC algorithm has a load of 15 packets/s, or the HBCC algorithm has a load of 30 packet/s, the network begins to lose data packets. As the load on the network increases, the buffer overflow packet loss ratio of the HBCC algorithm is lower than that of the other three algorithms. It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 7 that the throughput performance of HBCC using hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control is better than the HSCC algorithm, HRCC algorithm, CA-MAC algorithm and DCF algorithm. The average saturation throughput in HBCC is about 12% higher than in the HSCC algorithm, about 62% higher than in the HRCC algorithm, about 62% higher than in the CA-MAC algorithm, and about 90% higher than in the DCF algorithm. Because HBCC adopts bidirectional congestion control, when a node is congested, the node can handle the congestion quickly according to the congestion condition judged, so that the packet of the congested node can be sent out as soon as possible. The congestion is reduced, and the waiting time of the buffered data packet in the queue is also reduced, so that the data packet is sent to the destination node5 as soon as possible. Therefore, the throughput of the network is greatly improved.
(2) Buffer overflow packet loss ratio Figure 8 shows the curves of buffer overflow loss ratio with network load using the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 8 , the buffer overflow packet loss ratio of the four algorithms increases with increasing network load. It can be seen from the figure that when the DCF algorithm has a load of 10 packets/s, the HRCC algorithm has a load of 15 packets/s, the HSCC algorithm has a load of 25 packets/s, CA-MAC algorithm has a load of 15 packets/s, or the HBCC algorithm has a load of 30 packet/s, the network begins to lose data packets. As the load on the network increases, the buffer overflow packet loss ratio of the HBCC algorithm is lower than that of the other three algorithms. It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 8 that the buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance of HBCC with bidirectional congestion control is better than the HSCC algorithm, HRCC algorithm, CA-MAC algorithm and DCF algorithm. When the load is 40 packets/s, the buffer overflow packet loss ratio using the HBCC algorithm is about 44% lower than the HSCC algorithm, about 79% lower than the HRCC algorithm, about 79% lower than the CA-MAC algorithm, and about 80% lower than the DCF algorithm. Because HBCC adopts bidirectional congestion control, when a node is congested, it can adaptively adjust the CW of the previous hop node to obtain the lower priority of access to the channel and suppress the data receiving rate of the current node. It can also adaptively adjust the contention window of the current node to obtain a higher priority of access to the channel and improve the sending rate of the current node. In this way, the congested node can reduce the length of the buffer queue of the current node more quickly. Therefore, the congestion of the network is alleviated, and the buffer overflow packet is avoided.
(3) Average end-to-end delay Figure 9 shows the curves of average end-to-end delay with network load using the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 9 , the average end-to-end delay of the four algorithms increases with increasing network load. It can be seen from the figure that the average end-to-end delay of the four algorithms is, from high to low: HRCC, DCF, HBCC, HSCC. It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 8 that the buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance of HBCC with bidirectional congestion control is better than the HSCC algorithm, HRCC algorithm, CA-MAC algorithm and DCF algorithm. When the load is 40 packets/s, the buffer overflow packet loss ratio using the HBCC algorithm is about 44% lower than the HSCC algorithm, about 79% lower than the HRCC algorithm, about 79% lower than the CA-MAC algorithm, and about 80% lower than the DCF algorithm. Because HBCC adopts bidirectional congestion control, when a node is congested, it can adaptively adjust the CW of the previous hop node to obtain the lower priority of access to the channel and suppress the data receiving rate of the current node. It can also adaptively adjust the contention window of the current node to obtain a higher priority of access to the channel and improve the sending rate of the current node. In this way, the congested node can reduce the length of the buffer queue of the current node more quickly. Therefore, the congestion of the network is alleviated, and the buffer overflow packet is avoided.
(3) Average end-to-end delay Figure 9 shows the curves of average end-to-end delay with network load using the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, CA-MAC and HRCC algorithms, under a simple tree topology. As can be seen from Figure 9 , the average end-to-end delay of the four algorithms increases with increasing network load. It can be seen from the figure that the average end-to-end delay of the four algorithms is, from high to low: HRCC, DCF, HBCC, HSCC. Because the idea of the HRCC algorithm is to increase the time for the last hop node to wait for access to the channel in exchange for congestion mitigation, this will inevitably lead to a certain delay increase, but in exchange for a lower packet loss ratio and higher throughput. This is worthwhile for the entire network, because packet loss ratio is the most important network performance evaluation index. The average end-to-end delay of the HSCC algorithm is the lowest, because when the node is congested, by increasing the priority of access for the congested node, the time that the node waits for access to the channel is reduced, and the time of the data packet in the buffer queue is reduced. So, the end-to-end delay is lower. However, the CA-MAC algorithm does not have the delay optimization added in this paper, so the delay is still very large compared with HRCC. The HBCC algorithm combines two algorithms, so the average end-to-end delay curve lies between the two algorithms, and the congestion mitigation effect is better. Through the analysis of the above three network performance indicators, we can see that the HBCC algorithm can greatly improve the average saturation throughput of the network, reduce the average end-to-end delay, and greatly reduce the network buffer overflow packet ratio.
(4) Analysis of the congestion control process of the HBCC algorithm
Here, we analyze how the HBCC algorithm works by tracking the length of the buffer queue. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the buffer queues of node0, node1 (the buffer queue of node2 is similar to that of node1), node3, and node4 in the simulation time when the network loads are 20 packets/s and 25 packets/s. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the buffer queues of node0, node1, node3 and node4 in the simulation time when the network loads are 30 packets/s and 35 packets/s. In Figures 10 and 11 , the green histogram is the DCF algorithm, the red histogram is the HBCC algorithm, the brown is the intersection areas of two algorithms, the horizontal axis is the length of the buffer queue, and the vertical axis is the number of occurrences.
As can be seen from Figure 8 , when the network load is 20 packets/s, the DCF algorithm has generated packet loss, and the HBCC algorithm has not generated packet loss. As shown in Figure 10c , the buffer queue length of node3 in the DCF algorithm has reached the full queue, while the buffer queue of node3 in the HBCC algorithm has not reached the full queue. When the network load is increased to 25 packets/s, the full queue has appeared at node0 under the DCF algorithm due to the larger quantity of data packets generated. The length of the buffer queue of node3 continues to increase. However, under the HBCC algorithm, the buffer queues of node0 and node3 do not reach the full queue. When the load is heavier, the packet loss ratio of the DCF algorithm is aggravated, while that of the HBCC algorithm does not occur. These results are also confirmed in the packet loss ratio curve of Figure 8 .
Because the idea of the HRCC algorithm is to increase the time for the last hop node to wait for access to the channel in exchange for congestion mitigation, this will inevitably lead to a certain delay increase, but in exchange for a lower packet loss ratio and higher throughput. This is worthwhile for the entire network, because packet loss ratio is the most important network performance evaluation index. The average end-to-end delay of the HSCC algorithm is the lowest, because when the node is congested, by increasing the priority of access for the congested node, the time that the node waits for access to the channel is reduced, and the time of the data packet in the buffer queue is reduced. So, the end-to-end delay is lower. However, the CA-MAC algorithm does not have the delay optimization added in this paper, so the delay is still very large compared with HRCC. The HBCC algorithm combines two algorithms, so the average end-to-end delay curve lies between the two algorithms, and the congestion mitigation effect is better. Through the analysis of the above three network performance indicators, we can see that the HBCC algorithm can greatly improve the average saturation throughput of the network, reduce the average end-to-end delay, and greatly reduce the network buffer overflow packet ratio. Here, we analyze how the HBCC algorithm works by tracking the length of the buffer queue. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the buffer queues of node0, node1 (the buffer queue of node2 is similar to that of node1), node3, and node4 in the simulation time when the network loads are 20 packets/s and 25 packets/s. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the buffer queues of node0, node1, node3 and node4 in the simulation time when the network loads are 30 packets/s and 35 packets/s. In Figures 10 and 11 , the green histogram is the DCF algorithm, the red histogram is the HBCC algorithm, the brown is the intersection areas of two algorithms, the horizontal axis is the length of the buffer queue, and the vertical axis is the number of occurrences.
As can be seen from Figure 8 , when the network load is 20 packets/s, the DCF algorithm has generated packet loss, and the HBCC algorithm has not generated packet loss. As shown in Figure  10c , the buffer queue length of node3 in the DCF algorithm has reached the full queue, while the buffer queue of node3 in the HBCC algorithm has not reached the full queue. When the network load is increased to 25 packets/s, the full queue has appeared at node0 under the DCF algorithm due to the larger quantity of data packets generated. The length of the buffer queue of node3 continues to increase. However, under the HBCC algorithm, the buffer queues of node0 and node3 do not reach the full queue. When the load is heavier, the packet loss ratio of the DCF algorithm is aggravated, while that of the HBCC algorithm does not occur. These results are also confirmed in the packet loss ratio curve of Figure 8 . From the change in queue length, we can see that network congestion has been greatly alleviated. This is because when it is detected that the buffer queue is larger than the congestion threshold, the contention window is adaptively adjusted according to the queue length, and the adjusted contention window changes the node data transmission rate. The congestion condition of node1 and node3 is 0-1, and the CW is adjusted using Equation (2) . The buffer queue length of node1 is increased, and the data reception rate of node3 is reduced. It can be seen from Figure 10b that the buffer queue of node1 is slightly increased, and the buffer queue of node3 is below the full queue. The congestion condition of node3 and node4 is 1-0. At this time, the CW is adjusted by Equation (5). The adjusted CW increases the data transmission rate of node3, and a certain data packet is sent to node4. It can be seen from Figure 10d that the buffer queue of node4 increases. Figure 10c shows that the buffer queue of node3 is reduced to below the full queue. When the load is 25 packets/s, the congestion condition of node0 and node3 is 1-1, and the CW is adjusted according to Equation (7) . Node3 preferentially handles congestion, and the buffer queue of node3 falls under the HBCC algorithm, so the congestion of node0 can also be relieved. Figure 10a shows that the buffer queue of node0 is also reduced.
The queues analyzed in Figure 10 are all cases where HBCC does not experience congestion. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the HBCC algorithm has generated congestion when the load reaches 35 packets/s. Therefore, according to Figure 11 , this paper analyses the change in nodes' buffer queue length from non-congestion to congestion. As shown in Figure 11 , under the DCF algorithm, as the load increases, the buffer queue lengths of node0 are increasing, and a large number of them are clustered near the full queue. The buffer queue of node3 is saturated (the delay is also confirmed by the delay curve shown in Figure 9 , but it can be seen from Figure 8 that the network packet loss ratio is increasing. The buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are very low. Under the HBCC algorithm, the buffer queues of node0 and node3 are greatly reduced, while the buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are both increased. From the change in queue length, we can see that network congestion has been greatly alleviated. This is because when it is detected that the buffer queue is larger than the congestion threshold, the contention window is adaptively adjusted according to the queue length, and the adjusted contention window changes the node data transmission rate. The congestion condition of node1 and node3 is 0-1, and the CW is adjusted using Equation (2) . The buffer queue length of node1 is increased, and the data reception rate of node3 is reduced. It can be seen from Figure 10b that the buffer queue of node1 is slightly increased, and the buffer queue of node3 is below the full queue. The congestion condition of node3 and node4 is 1-0. At this time, the CW is adjusted by Equation (5). The adjusted CW increases the data transmission rate of node3, and a certain data packet is sent to node4. It can be seen from Figure 10d that the buffer queue of node4 increases. Figure 10c shows that the buffer queue of node3 is reduced to below the full queue. When the load is 25 packets/s, the congestion condition of node0 and node3 is 1-1, and the CW is adjusted according to Equation (7) . Node3 preferentially handles congestion, and the buffer queue of node3 falls under the HBCC algorithm, so the congestion of node0 can also be relieved. Figure 10a shows that the buffer queue of node0 is also reduced.
The queues analyzed in Figure 10 are all cases where HBCC does not experience congestion. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the HBCC algorithm has generated congestion when the load reaches 35 packets/s. Therefore, according to Figure 11 , this paper analyses the change in nodes' buffer queue length from non-congestion to congestion. As shown in Figure 11 , under the DCF algorithm, as the load increases, the buffer queue lengths of node0 are increasing, and a large number of them are clustered near the full queue. The buffer queue of node3 is saturated (the delay is also confirmed by the delay curve shown in Figure 9 , but it can be seen from Figure 8 that the network packet loss ratio is increasing. The buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are very low. Under the HBCC algorithm, the buffer queues of node0 and node3 are greatly reduced, while the buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are both increased. Comparing the changes in the buffer queues of nodes under the two protocols, it can be seen that when the congestion is aggravated, the congestion mitigation strength of the HBCC algorithm is gradually increased, and the length of buffer queues of congested nodes decreases to a great extent. This is because under the HBCC algorithm, when the length of the buffer queue increases, the adaptive adjustment of the competition window becomes very strong. Under the DCF algorithm, when the network loads are 30 packets/s and 35 packets/s, node0 has reached the full queue, and the buffer queue length of node3 is also clustered around 50. However, the buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are very low. Under the HBCC algorithm, the congestion condition of node0 and node3 is 1-1. The HBCC algorithm adjusts the CW of node0 according to Equation (7) and changes its data sending rate. After the congestion of node3 is alleviated, node0 also experiences an alleviation of congestion to a certain extent. As can be seen from Figure 11a , the buffer queue of node0 is basically below the full queue. Under the HBCC algorithm, the congestion condition of node1 and node3 is 0-1. The HBCC algorithm adaptively adjusts the CW of node1 according to Equation (2) . The adjusted contention window reduces the data transmission rate of node1. The buffer queue of node 1 shown in Figure 11b has been greatly improved, which reduces the data receiving rate of node3. The congestion condition of node3 and node4 is 1-0. The HBCC algorithm adjusts the CW of node3 according to Equation (5) to increase its data sending rate. As can be seen from Figure 11c , the buffer queue length of node3 is basically below the full queue. The length of the buffer queue in node 4 has increased, as shown in Figure 11d .
The node queue status under the two algorithms at different loads is shown in Table 3 . The adjustment effect of the HBCC algorithm is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that when the load is 20 packets/s, the average buffer queue length of each node in the HBCC algorithm decreases compared with the DCF algorithm. Because the degree of congestion is low at this time, the nodes in the HBCC algorithm are mostly in a no-congestion state. Therefore, compared with the DCF Comparing the changes in the buffer queues of nodes under the two protocols, it can be seen that when the congestion is aggravated, the congestion mitigation strength of the HBCC algorithm is gradually increased, and the length of buffer queues of congested nodes decreases to a great extent. This is because under the HBCC algorithm, when the length of the buffer queue increases, the adaptive adjustment of the competition window becomes very strong. Under the DCF algorithm, when the network loads are 30 packets/s and 35 packets/s, node0 has reached the full queue, and the buffer queue length of node3 is also clustered around 50. However, the buffer queue lengths of node1 and node4 are very low. Under the HBCC algorithm, the congestion condition of node0 and node3 is 1-1. The HBCC algorithm adjusts the CW of node0 according to Equation (7) and changes its data sending rate. After the congestion of node3 is alleviated, node0 also experiences an alleviation of congestion to a certain extent. As can be seen from Figure 11a , the buffer queue of node0 is basically below the full queue. Under the HBCC algorithm, the congestion condition of node1 and node3 is 0-1. The HBCC algorithm adaptively adjusts the CW of node1 according to Equation (2) . The adjusted contention window reduces the data transmission rate of node1. The buffer queue of node 1 shown in Figure 11b has been greatly improved, which reduces the data receiving rate of node3. The congestion condition of node3 and node4 is 1-0. The HBCC algorithm adjusts the CW of node3 according to Equation (5) to increase its data sending rate. As can be seen from Figure 11c , the buffer queue length of node3 is basically below the full queue. The length of the buffer queue in node 4 has increased, as shown in Figure 11d .
The node queue status under the two algorithms at different loads is shown in Table 3 . The adjustment effect of the HBCC algorithm is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that when the load is 20 packets/s, the average buffer queue length of each node in the HBCC algorithm decreases compared with the DCF algorithm. Because the degree of congestion is low at this time, the nodes in the HBCC algorithm are mostly in a no-congestion state. Therefore, compared with the DCF algorithm, the length of the buffer queue in non-congested nodes is basically unchanged. When the load is 25 packets/s, the average buffer queue length of node0 in the HBCC algorithm is higher than that in the DCF algorithm, but there is no full queue in node0, and no packet loss occurs. Other buffer queue changes are consistent with the HBCC algorithm principle. According to the above analysis, when the network is congested, the HBCC algorithm improves the average saturation throughput and packet loss ratio performance of the network without substantially increasing the delay. In order to verify that the algorithm has good practicability and robustness, this paper proceeds to perform verification experiments in a relatively complex network environment with convergent and stochastic topology.
Aggregation Network Topology
Parameter Settings
The aggregation network topology is shown in Figure 12 . The related parameter settings are consistent with the simple tree topology, as shown in Table 2 . After 10 seconds from the start of the simulation time, the transmitting node starts to generate CBR packets, which are forwarded by the intermediate node and transmitted to the sink node0. Node7, node9, and node 11 generate packets at a fixed rate of 10 packets/s, gradually changing the packet transmission rate of node8, node 10, and node12 (from 10 to 80 packets/s) to make the network change from no congestion to gradual congestion. Network performance indicators are tested under the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, and HRCC congestion control algorithms.
Simulation Results and Algorithm Effectiveness Analysis
In the network topology of Figure 12 , the average saturation throughput, buffer overflow packet loss ratio, and average end-to-end delay are shown with load variation curves under the DCF, HBCC, HSCC, and HRCC algorithms, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the average saturation throughput and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved. DCF, HBCC, HSCC, and HRCC algorithms, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the average saturation throughput and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved. From Figure 13b , we can see that the packet loss ratio of HRCC has decreased, but its saturation throughput has not improved. This is because HRCC reduces the chance of the previous hop node accessing the channel after detecting congestion at the node. Although the packet loss ratio is reduced to some extent, the frequency at which the receiving node receives data, that is, the average saturation throughput, is also suppressed. The test indexes of the HBCC algorithm and the HSCC DCF, HBCC, HSCC, and HRCC algorithms, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the average saturation throughput and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved. From Figure 13b , we can see that the packet loss ratio of HRCC has decreased, but its saturation throughput has not improved. This is because HRCC reduces the chance of the previous hop node accessing the channel after detecting congestion at the node. Although the packet loss ratio is reduced to some extent, the frequency at which the receiving node receives data, that is, the average saturation throughput, is also suppressed. The test indexes of the HBCC algorithm and the HSCC algorithm are close to each other, but the HBCC algorithm is relatively stable. The congestion of From Figure 13b , we can see that the packet loss ratio of HRCC has decreased, but its saturation throughput has not improved. This is because HRCC reduces the chance of the previous hop node accessing the channel after detecting congestion at the node. Although the packet loss ratio is reduced to some extent, the frequency at which the receiving node receives data, that is, the average saturation throughput, is also suppressed. The test indexes of the HBCC algorithm and the HSCC algorithm are close to each other, but the HBCC algorithm is relatively stable. The congestion of nodes in the actual network is accidental, so the HBCC algorithm combining the HSCC and HRCC algorithms has better congestion processing capability in the actual network.
Random Network Topology
Parameter Settings
The two random network topologies analyzed in this section are shown in Figure 14 . The parameter settings are shown in Table 5 . The generated nodes are randomly distributed in the simulation area, and 10 transmitting nodes and 10 receiving nodes are randomly selected. The sending node starts sending data at any time. By changing the packet transmission rate, the network is changed from no congestion to congestion, and the network performance is observed under the four algorithms DCF, HBCC, HSCC and HRCC. nodes in the actual network is accidental, so the HBCC algorithm combining the HSCC and HRCC algorithms has better congestion processing capability in the actual network.
Random Network Topology
Parameter Settings
The two random network topologies analyzed in this section are shown in Figure 14 . The parameter settings are shown in Table 5 . The generated nodes are randomly distributed in the simulation area, and 10 transmitting nodes and 10 receiving nodes are randomly selected. The sending node starts sending data at any time. By changing the packet transmission rate, the network is changed from no congestion to congestion, and the network performance is observed under the four algorithms DCF, HBCC, HSCC and HRCC. 
Simulation Results and Algorithm Effectiveness Analysis
Figures 15-17 are the graphs of average saturation throughput, buffer overflow packet loss ratio, and average end-to-end delay with load for the four algorithms in the two random network topologies shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen from the figure that the average saturation throughput 
Figures 15-17 are the graphs of average saturation throughput, buffer overflow packet loss ratio, and average end-to-end delay with load for the four algorithms in the two random network topologies shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen from the figure that the average saturation throughput and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved under the condition that the average end-to-end delay is almost unchanged. When the load increases gradually, the performance of the HBCC algorithm is better, that is, the effect of congestion alleviation is better. In the case of random network topology, the HRCC algorithm hardly works, while the HSCC algorithm and the HBCC algorithm almost coincide with the performance curve, but the performance curve of HBCC is relatively stable. and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved under the condition that the average end-to-end delay is almost unchanged. When the load increases gradually, the performance of the HBCC algorithm is better, that is, the effect of congestion alleviation is better. In the case of random network topology, the HRCC algorithm hardly works, while the HSCC algorithm and the HBCC algorithm almost coincide with the performance curve, but the performance curve of HBCC is relatively stable.
(a) (b) and buffer overflow packet loss ratio performance under the HBCC algorithm are greatly improved under the condition that the average end-to-end delay is almost unchanged. When the load increases gradually, the performance of the HBCC algorithm is better, that is, the effect of congestion alleviation is better. In the case of random network topology, the HRCC algorithm hardly works, while the HSCC algorithm and the HBCC algorithm almost coincide with the performance curve, but the performance curve of HBCC is relatively stable.
(a) (b) Compared with fixed topology, the effect of the HBCC algorithm in a random topology environment is slightly reduced, because all kinds of random topology situations are generated randomly. There are many sending nodes in a random network topology, which results in collisions between nodes competing for channels. The environment of the network is relatively vicious, but the HBCC algorithm still has the effect of alleviating network congestion. As can be seen from the figure, the performance curves of the HBCC algorithm and the HSCC algorithm almost coincide, and the HRCC algorithm has little effect on network congestion. In a random topology environment, with the increase of load, network congestion occurs. At this time, the number of congested nodes is greater and the distribution is dense, so network congestion cannot be greatly alleviated. Under the HRCC algorithm, when a node is congested, the transmission rate of the previous hop node is suppressed, and at this time, the previous hop node is also congested. The HRCC algorithm aggravates the congestion of the previous hop node, and the packet loss increases. This is only the transfer of packet loss for the entire network, so the congestion is not alleviated. Therefore, the performance curve of the HBCC algorithm combined with the HRCC and HSCC algorithms is almost the same as the HSCC congestion mitigation.
It can be seen from the above experiments that the HBCC algorithm has alleviated the congestion of the network under different network environments. Furthermore, when the congestion nodes in the network are relatively dispersed, the performance of the algorithm is better. In the actual ad-hoc network, the congestion is caused by a small number of nodes. Therefore, the HBCC algorithm can effectively alleviate the congestion of the network.
Conclusions
This paper first analyzed the two problems in the existing congestion control protocols and then proposed a competition-based hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control algorithm-HBCC. The algorithm divides the congestion of two nodes in one hop into four categories, namely, 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1, and adopts corresponding congestion control strategies for four different congestion conditions. Under a simple tree topology, an aggregation network topology and a random network topology, the HBCC algorithm is simulated and compared with the DCF algorithm, HRCC algorithm, HSCC algorithm and CA-MAC algorithm. The HRCC algorithm and HSCC algorithm are unidirectional congestion control methods. CA-MAC is a congestion control method based on receiving, and its effect is similar to HRCC. Compared with the two-way HBCC algorithm, the effect of congestion mitigation has been greatly improved. The simulation results show that the HBCC algorithm greatly improves the average saturation throughput, greatly reduces the buffer overflow rate, effectively reduces the queue length of the congested nodes, and alleviates network congestion under different network environments. Compared with fixed topology, the effect of the HBCC algorithm in a random topology environment is slightly reduced, because all kinds of random topology situations are generated randomly. There are many sending nodes in a random network topology, which results in collisions between nodes competing for channels. The environment of the network is relatively vicious, but the HBCC algorithm still has the effect of alleviating network congestion. As can be seen from the figure, the performance curves of the HBCC algorithm and the HSCC algorithm almost coincide, and the HRCC algorithm has little effect on network congestion. In a random topology environment, with the increase of load, network congestion occurs. At this time, the number of congested nodes is greater and the distribution is dense, so network congestion cannot be greatly alleviated. Under the HRCC algorithm, when a node is congested, the transmission rate of the previous hop node is suppressed, and at this time, the previous hop node is also congested. The HRCC algorithm aggravates the congestion of the previous hop node, and the packet loss increases. This is only the transfer of packet loss for the entire network, so the congestion is not alleviated. Therefore, the performance curve of the HBCC algorithm combined with the HRCC and HSCC algorithms is almost the same as the HSCC congestion mitigation.
This paper first analyzed the two problems in the existing congestion control protocols and then proposed a competition-based hop-by-hop bidirectional congestion control algorithm-HBCC. The algorithm divides the congestion of two nodes in one hop into four categories, namely, 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1, and adopts corresponding congestion control strategies for four different congestion conditions. Under a simple tree topology, an aggregation network topology and a random network topology, the HBCC algorithm is simulated and compared with the DCF algorithm, HRCC algorithm, HSCC algorithm and CA-MAC algorithm. The HRCC algorithm and HSCC algorithm are unidirectional congestion control methods. CA-MAC is a congestion control method based on receiving, and its effect is similar to HRCC. Compared with the two-way HBCC algorithm, the effect of congestion mitigation has been greatly improved. The simulation results show that the HBCC algorithm greatly improves the average saturation throughput, greatly reduces the buffer overflow rate, effectively reduces the queue length of the congested nodes, and alleviates network congestion under different network environments.
